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Abstract: We demonstrate the idea of surface-assisted micro-structures to tailor the modes
and resulting emission from a dynamical localized vertical cavity surface emitting laser at room
temperature. With a slightly mismatch between the surface structure and the native oxide
cavity layer, near field intensity images corresponding to the spontaneous emission patterns,
whispering-gallery (WG) modes, dynamical localized (DL) modes, and unidirectional light
emissions are measured and identified in experiments and simulations, respectively. Moreover,
the coherent superposition of WG and DL modes, i.e. stable and unstable periodic orbits
respectively, are reported to provide an alternative and general method to control lasing
characteristics as well as to study quantum chaos in mesoscopic system.
c©2009 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (140.7260) Vertical cavity surface emitting lasers, (140.3948) Microcavity devices.
Microcavities have provided a controllable confinement and manipulation of photons in all three spatial dimensions.
Intense research studies based on microcavities have been carried out in the last decades [1, 2], with emphases
on ultralow threshold lasing, single-photon emitting, cavity quantum electrodynamics, and mesoscopic quantum
optics. Confined by the total internal reflection at the interface, almost grazing incidence patterns known as
whispering gallery (WG) modes have been demonstrated in microdisks, microspheres, and microtori with the
feature of a small mode volume and a recorded ultra-high quality factor. For state-of-the-art semiconductor
technologies, vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs) confined by high reflective Bragg mirrors in the
vertical direction are a natural choice for lasers with controllable transverse behaviors and an optical output
emitted vertically from the surface [3]. Due to rotational symmetry in the transverse cavity geometry, the in-
plane WG mode emission in these microcavities is isotropic. Recently, various directionality of light emitting
can be achieved by smoothly deformed the cylindrical cavities. The emission of these deformed microcavity is
unidirectional at the cost of a reduced quality quality factor.
Recently we demonstrated another chaotic mode lasing, known as the dynamical localized (DL) mode, in
VCSELs by using a surface structure [4]. In this Letter we extend the concept of using surface structures to design
optical deformed microcavities in VCSELs. Instead of breaking the symmetry in the transverse shape, a surface
ring cavity is fabricated on top of the VCSEL with a slightly mismatch between the surface structure and the
native oxide layer. Experimental observation of WG modes supported by the native oxide layer is reported at
low injection currents. By increasing the injection current, we demonstrated the interference enhanced directional
lasing between stable and unstable periodic orbits. And the experimental observations are verified with directly
numerical simulations by changing the relative phase between the WG and DL modes. The experimental and
numerical investigations in this work provide an effective state for studying quantum chaos in mesoscopic system
by using micro-structured semiconductor lasers.
Fig. 1 shows the near field images on the surface of emitting window at different injection currents. While the
VCSEL is operated below the threshold current, at 3.5mA, spontaneous emission pattern just reflects the overlap
of surface structure and oxide-confined emitting aperture in the VCSEL. The mismatch between the emitting
window and the oxide-layer is clearly shown in Fig. 1(a), resulting a deformed microcavity. Fig. 1(b) shows the
schematic mismatched lateral boundary defined by the surface and the oxide layer, which is used as the cavity
geometry in our numerical simulations later. Light emissions from the shifted inner disk and 15 surface holes are
clearly identified. Above the threshold current, at 17mA in Fig. 1(c), a clear high-order WG mode with multiple
(18) lobes is directly observed due to that some pairs of DBR mirrors are destroyed.
At a higher injection current, 19mA in Fig. 1(e), transverse patterns in forms of WG mode as well as some
strongly localized field patterns, which we believe is a dynamical localized resonance mode, become more and
more clear [4]. Moreover in Fig. 2(f), we show the image with the same injection current but under the defocus
condition. With the comparison in Fig. 2(e) and 2(f), clear two lasing modes are demonstrated in our experimental
measurement. In Fig. 1(d) we illustrate the coexistence of WG (blue color) and DL (red color) modes obtained
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Near field intensity distributions on the surface of aperture of our micro-structured VCSEL at different
injection currents, i.e. (a) 3.5mA , (c) 17mA, (e) 19mA, (f) 19mA (defocus), (g) 24mA, and (h) 30mA. The schematic
mismatched lateral boundary defined by the surface and the oxide layer is shown in (b). And the illustration of two lasing
modes are shown in (d), with blue and red colors corresponding to the WG and DL modes, respectively.
Fig. 2. (a) The Poincaré section of surface for our deformed surface structured VCSEL simulated by using the boundary
condition measured by the spontaneous emission pattern in the experiment. The corresponding pattern of ray motions in
real space is shown in (b). Simulations of the field distribution for the eigenmodes as a WG mode (c) and a DL mode (d)
at the wavelength of 853.252nm and 853.327nm, respectively. Superpositions between two supported WG and DL modes
are shown with different relative phases for (e) ∆φ = 0; (f) pi/2; (g) pi; and (h) 3pi/2.
from directly numerical simulations in Fig. 3. At a critical current, 24mA in our experiment, an unidirectional
lasing emits at the mismatched boundary between the surface emitting window and the oxide-confined aperture,
as shown in Fig. 1(g). By increasing the current to 30mA, in Fig. 1 (h) a clearly directional lasing mode is observed
at room temperature.
To illustrate chaotic dynamics, we perform the phase space analysis based on the ray trajectory to calculate
the corresponding Poincaré section of surface [5, 6]. The Birkoff coordinates is used as every time a ray collides
with the cavity boundary at the arc length s and the incidence angle χ, with the definitions shown in Fig. 1(b).
Fig. 2(a) shows the corresponding Poincaré section of surface in the pase space of rays for the lateral boundary
composed by a mismatched annular ring cavities. Instead of a fully chaotic ray motion, as shown in Fig. 2(a), our
deformed VCSEL can support several WG modes and occupies almost half phase space in the Poincaré section
of surface. With these occupied Poincaré section of surface, it is clearly shown that the ray motions only have
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Clear symmetry-breaking near field intensity distributions collecting at the distance slightly away
from the surface emitting window for different injection currents, i.e. (a) 7.5mA and (b) 8.2mA.
trajectories in the outer boundaries, i.e. s = 0 and s = 43.35, which indicates that the directionality of light
emission occurs in the right-handed side of real space. For the observed deformed cavity, the ray trajectories in
real space for these quasi-periodic motions are shown with the pattern in Fig. 2(b), which verifies and explains
the optical patterns measured in our experiments above the threshold condition.
To explain the wave nature and the interference effect in our optical resonator, we also perform a two-
dimensional mode solver based on the standard finite element method for electromagnetic waves to calculate
the corresponding eigenmodes of this chaotic cavity [7]. Again the lateral geometry defined by the native oxide
layer is drawn according to the observed spontaneous emission pattern below the threshold current, as shown in
Fig. 1(b). Then surface microstructures are embedded with the real lattice geometries. The calculated eigenmode
(TE modes) for the wavelengths at 853.252nm is shown in Fig. 2(c), which is a WG-like mode in the outer ring
with the same number of lobes (18) in the azimuthal direction as the experimental data. Fig. 2(d) shows the
eigenmode at wavelengths of 853.327nm, also with 18 lobes, resulting in a DL mode with the bright spots located
along the inner ring cavity, as shown in the experimental observation.
With the supported transverse eigenmodes, it can be clearly seen that the field distribution outside the outer
ring is highly radical symmetric for the WG mode in Fig. 3(c), while strongly directional for the DL mode in
Fig. 3(d). It is only the interference between these two modes that can contribute an unidirectional lasing in
the right-hand side. In Fig. 3(e-h), we numerically demonstrate the control of directional lasing by changing the
relative phase, i.e. ∆φ = 0, pi/2, pi, and 3pi/2, between the WG and DL modes. The overall field distributions
outside the cavity can be strongly modified, resulting in an undirectional lasing either in the left- or right-hand
side. Moreover, the field distribution inside the cavity can also be tilted in the clockwise or counter-clockwise
direction.
Since in our designed surface structure the supported two modes have a strong overlap at the interface in
the right-hand side, transverse locking of these two eigenmodes makes the total radiation pattern in a coherent
superposition, i.e. ∆φ = 0 as shown in Fig. 3(e). In Fig. 3 we report the observation of such interference enhanced
lasing modes when slightly moving the focus length of the near-field microscope away from the surface emitting
window. In Fig. 3(a) and (b), symmetry-breaking radiation patterns are demonstrated for different hybrid WG
and DL modes at the injection currents 7.5mA and 8.2mA, respectively.
In conclusion, we propose and demonstrate a new and general way to control unidirectional lasing from VCSELs
at room temperature with the assistance of a surface structure. With a slightly mismatch between the surface-
structure and the oxide layer, a naturally deformed microcavity is fabricated which support a hybrid mode lasing
with stable and unstable periodic orbits. We propose and demonstrate the concept to control directional lasing by
changing the relative phase between the whispering-gallery and dynamic localized modes, which should provide
a very important concept for wave formation in laser cavities, as well as for the electronic structure of atoms and
the transport of electrons in resonant tunneling diodes.
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